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§1.

Introduction

Let G/K be a Riemannian symmetric space of non-compact type. In [1]
p
spherical Fourier transforms of left ^-invariant L (l<p<2) functions on G/K
are studied and it is shown that the spherical transforms of these functions are
extended holomorphically to a certain domain Tp, which is determined only by p,
in α£ and a Hausdorff-Yong inequality holds.

We adopt πv(/)= \ f(x)πv(x)dx as
JG
the Fourier transform of/e CQ(G/K); here π v denotes the induced representation
of class one from the minimal parabolic subgroup P of G. The purpose of this
paper is to show that the Fourier transforms of K-finite Lp functions on G/K also
satisfy a Hausdorff-Young type inequality in the domain Tp similar to the spherical
case.

§ 2.

Notation and Preliminaries

Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and g its Lie
algebra. We denote by < - , - > the Killing form of g. Let G = KAN be an
Iwasawa decomposition and ϊ, α and n the Lie subalgebras of g corresponding
to K, A and N respectively. Each x e G can be written uniquely as Λ; = κ(x) e\pH(x)n(x), where κ(x)eK9 H(x)ea and n(x)eN. Let M' and M be the
normalizer and the centralizer of α in 1C respectively and denote by W=M'/M
the Weyl group. Throughout this paper, we denote the dual space of a real or
complex vector space V by F* and the complexification of a real vector space V by
Vc. We fix an ordering on α* which is compatible with the above Iwasawa
decomposition. Let Σ denote the set of all positive roots of (g, α) and m(α) the
multiplicity of OLE Σ. Let Σ0 be the set of elements in Σ which are not integral
multiples of other elements in Σ. We put α(α) = m(α) + m(2α) for α e Σ Ό and
p = 2~1Σ<χeι m(α)α. Let αj be the positive Weyl chamber of α* and put
α + = {Hed|α(jff)>0 for all αeα?};

A+ = e x p α + .

For any ε > 0, we put
Cεp = {λ e α* I \(sλ)(H)\ < εp(H) for all H e α + and s ε W}.
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Now we write Tp for the tube domain a* + ^/ — lCεp in α£, where ε = 2/p—l
Let fi be the set of all equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations
of K. For each τ 6 K, we fix a representative of τ and denote it by the same symbol
τ. For each τ, we denote by FT, χτ and d(τ) its representation space, character and
degree respectively. Let KM be the subset of K which consists of all the class
one representations with respect to M. We fix a finite subset F of KM and put
XF = ΣτeFd(τ)χτ. If M is a manifold, C°°(M) and C0(M) denote the set of all
C-valued C°° functions and the set of all C-valued continuous functions with
compact supports on M respectively and put Co)(M) = C°°(M) n C0(M). Let
C$F(G/K) denote the set of all /e Cg>(G) which satisfy f ( g k ) =f(g) (geG,keK)
and #F*/=/> * denoting the convolution on K. Let dkM denote the invariant
measure on K/M such that the total measure equals 1 and da the (2π)~//2 -times of
the euclidean measure on A (I = aim A) which is induced by the Killing form.
We denote by dx the invariant measure on G/K such that
f

JG/K
JG/K

f(x)dx = \

JK/MXA +

f(ka)δ(a)dkMda,

where δ(a) = YlΛeΣo (sinh α(log α))m(α>.

G

G/K

\f(x)\pdx}

\1/P
J

.

And its Ώ> completion

is denoted by L$(G/K). If άf is a complex separable Hubert space, then ^(^)
denotes the space of all bounded linear operators on 3?. For B e ^(^), its
operator norm is denoted by IIBH^ and the p-norm \\B\\p is defined by ||B||p =
(tr (B*B)Pi2γip (1 <p< oo), where J5* denotes the adjoint operator of B.
§ 3. The estimate of the norm of π v (/)
Recall first the definition and properties of the induced representations of the
class one from the minimal parabolic subgroup P to G. Let L2(K/M) be the
space of right M-invariant functions in L2(K) and denote by ( , -) the inner
product in L2(K/M). For each v e α * the induced representation π v of G on
L2(K/M) is defined by

(ΦeL2(K/M), x e G , keK).
ForfeC$(G/K) the bounded linear operator πv(/) on L2(X/M), which is called
the Fourier transform of/, is defined by
= \

JG

f(x)πv(x)dx.
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Then the following Parseval equality and the inversion formula are known (cf.
[2]):
2

||πv(/)|lilφ)|- <ίv;
1

/(*) = [HT \ tr (πv(/K(χ-')) |c(v)|-^v
Ja*

(fe C$(G/K)) ,

where c(v) is the Harish-Chandra c-f unction for G/K and [W~\ denotes the order
of the Weyl group W. For fe Cg)(G/K) and a e A we define a function /β on
X/M by fa(kM)=f(ka).
We fix, for each τ, an orthonormal basis {υl9...9 vd(τ)}
of FT such that {vί9...9vdM} is an orthonormal basis in V*?, V™ denoting the
subspace of all M fixed vectors in Vτ. Denote by {u*,..., ^*(t>} the dual basis of
{vί9...9vd(τy}. Here we denote by L£(K/M) the closed subspace of L2(K/M)
which is spanned by the set {d^y^Ό^^k'^Ό^τeF, l<i<d(τ), l^j^d^τ)}
and put C$(KIM) = L2F(KIM) n C°°(X/M). Then it is known that the set forms
an orthonormal basis of L%(K/M) (cf, [4]). For simplicity, we put d =
ΣτeF d(τ)dι(τ) and denote by {Φ l5 ..., Φd] the above orthonormal basis of L^
Let fe Cg>F(G/X). If we put / f (α) = (/α, Φf), then fa e C?(X/M) is written as

(3.1)
We now put

and we denote its Lp completion with the norm ||φ||J=
\
^Σι=ί\
μ
JA+
P
+
d
oo by L (A , C ). By using the decomposition (3.1), we can define a natural
linear isomorphism D of C$F(G/K) into C$(A+, Cd) by f^(f\...Jd).
We first show the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. If fe C^F(G/K)

then we have

d~2+1/p\\f\\p < \\Df\\p
PROOF.
we have

We shall prove the second inequality. Using the Holder inequality,
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where l/p+l/q = l.

Since \Φi\<d, we have
\\Df\\* <d*+^^\\f
K/MXA+

\\*δ(a)da
\fa(kM)\?δ(a)

dkMda

The first inequality is proved in a way similar to the above.
By this lemma, D can be uniquely extended to a linear isomorphism of
LPF(GJK) onto LP(A+, Cd) and we use the same symbol D for it. Let /E C$(G/K).
From the right K-invariantness of/ we get

where Φ0 is the constant function on K/M with value 1 .
LEMMA 2. ForfeC^G/K)

the following inequality holds.

IWΛIL^II/IU
PROOF.

(VET,).

Using decomposition (3.1), we have

= \(

I JKXA+

< 1
JKXA+
+

Σί=ίfί(a)Φi
Σ^ilfWttΦάki

Σ1=ι\fi(a)\((

\Jκ

\e

Because
JK

(cf. [2]) we have
|(πv(/)Φ0)(/c)| < d (

J A

Σti \fί(a)\δ(a)da = d\\Df\\,

<^ 3 ll/llι

(3.2)

(by Lemma 1).

This implies llπ
We see that the Fourier transform can be extended to L^(GIK). If φe
d
τ
l
Lf(A , C ) then we write, for simplicity, φ for D~ φ. From (3.2) We get
+
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COROLLARY.

§ 4.

1

If φeL (A

+
ί
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d

C ) then we have

The Hausdorff-Young inequality in real case

To prove the Hausdorff- Young inequality on α*5 we use the Riesz-Thorin
theorem for vector valued functions. Let (X, μ) and (X', μ') be two σ-finite
d
measure spaces. We denote by &*(X, C ) the set of all compactly supported
d
simple functions on X with values in C . Namely
d

1

d

d

i

, C ) = {φ = (φ ,..., Ψ Y X-^C \φ ^ are compactly
supported simple functions on X} .
Let T be a linear mapping of &*(X, Cd) to the space of all μ'-measurable functions
on X'. If there exists a positive constant k such that ||Tφ|| g <fc||φ|| p for all
φ e £f(X, Cd), then T is called of type (p, q) and in addition the infimum of such
k is called the (p, g)-norm of T.
LEMMA 4. Suppose that T is simultaneously of type (ph qt) with (pί? q^-norm
<pf, qi<co) for i = 0, 1. For each 0<ί<l, define pt and qt by

Pt

and

Po

= —^— H

.

Then T is of type (pt, qt) and its (pt, qt)-norm kt satisfies the inequality kt<
kl. Namely,
II Tφ\\qt < dk^k\\\φ\\pt

(φe<S(X, Cd)) .

(4.1)

Moreover, if pt<co then T can be extended to an operator on Lpt(X9 Cd) and
satisfies the same inequality as (4.1).
The proof of this lemma is accomplished by applying the Riesz-Thorin
theorem to each component φi of φ = (φ1,..., φd)e&*(X9 Cd) and so it is omitted.
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. If l<p<2 and l / p + l / q = l, then the Fourier transform can
be extended to L%(G/K) and there exists a positive constant CpF, which depends
only on p and F^ such that
l

<CpF\\f\\p

(/εL£(G/JQ).

To prove the theorem, we need a lemma. We consider two measure spaces
(A+, δ(ά)da) and (α*5 \W~\~l\c(v)\-2dv) and define linear mappings T1 (i = l,..., d)
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of y(A+, Cd) to the space of C- valued functions on α* by
T'foOOO = (πv(φt)φθj φ.) (for

<r(A +9 C'))

φe

Then clearly T^φ) is measurable on α* and
^(9T)*o = Zf=iT'(^|.

(4.2)

In addition, for 1 </?< oo, we easily have

(4.3)
LEMMA 5. Let l<p<2 and l / p + l / q = l. Then each Ti can be extended
to L (A+, Cd) and there exists a positive constant C'pF such taht
p

PROOF.

We fix an i.
d
, C)

Using (4.3) and the corollary to Lemma 2, we have

+

= supveα, |Γ' (φ)(v)| < supveα, \\π^)\\n < d\\φ\\±.
and so Ti is of type (1, oo). On the other hand, using (4.3), the Parseval equality
and Lemma 1, we have for φ e y(A + , Cd)
1/2

r

Λ iK

1/2

Jα*

and so T* is of type (2, 2). Applying Lemma 4 to our case, we can find a positive
constant C'pF which satisfies the desired inequality.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.

From (4.3), we have

INvtoOli; = (Σ?=ι I Γ<(<P)I2)«/2 = (Σ?=ι (I
Therefore using the Minkowski inequality, we get
\ι/«
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Because D is a bijection, the proof is completed.
§ 5.

The Hausdorff- Young inequality in general case

To prove the Hausdorff-Young inequality on α£, we use the Kunze-Stein
interpolation theorem (cf. [3]). The function space which we consider is not
LP(A+) but Lp(A +9 Cd) and so we need a slight extension of the theorem. Let
(X, μ) be a σ-finite measure space. &(X, Cd) and LP(X, Cd) are the same as in
section 4 and section 3 respectively. Moreover let Y be a locally compact space
satisfying second countability axiom with a regular measure ω and let 3? be a
complex separable Hubert space. If F is a ^(^f )-valued measurable function on
Y, then we define p-norms ||F||p (1 <p<oo) by

For α, beR, b>a, we put D = D(a, b) = {ze C\a< Imz<ί?}. And suppose
Tz (z e D) is a linear operator from &(X, Cd) to the space of all ^(^-measurable
functions on y. The family {T z |zeD} is called admissible on D if (i) for any
Φ, ΨεJί? and φe^(X, Cd\ the C-valued function (Tz(φ)(y)Φ, Ψ) is locally
integrable on Y\ and (ii) for any measurable relatively compact subset Y' of y,
the function
φ(z) = \

JΎ'

(Tz(φ)(y)Φ, Ψ) dω(y)

is admissible on D. Here we say that a C-valued function φ on D is admissible if
(i) φ is holomorphic in the interior of D and is continuous on D; and (ii) φ is of
admissible growth, that is, φ satisfies

for some c <π/(b — a).
Let I<PO> Pι<°o and 1<(?0> #ι<°θ
1

1-τ

P

Po

—
Pi

If ίeJ?, a<t<b, then we put τ =

and J- =

Let v4f (ί = 0, 1) be positive functions on 1? which satisfy, for some C>0 and
c<π/(b — a), the inequality
log400 < Cec\x\

for

i = 0, 1
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simultaneously. The following lemma is an easy consequence of Kunze-Stein
[3].
LEMMA 6. Let {Tz\zeD} be an admissible family on D of linear
operators of ^(X, Cd) to the space of &(#?)-valued measurable functions on Y
such that
\\Tx+^a(φ)\\qo<A0(x)\\φ\\po

for all φe &>(X9 Cd\

Then we have

II Tj=ϊt(φ)\\q < dCt\\φ\\p

(φ e <S(X, C'))

for a positive constant Ct which is given by
log Ct = ( °° χ(l - τ, x) log AQ((b - a)x)dx
J-OO

+ ί °° χ(τ, x) log A,((b - a)x)dx,

(5.1)

J-OO

where
χ(τ, X) = tan

- sech^

- 2 tan^

+ tanh'

To prove the Hausdorff- Young inequality, we need another lemma.
LEMMA 7 (cf. [1]).

There exist positive constants Bί and B2 such that

BJc(v)|-2 < ΠαeioKv, α>l 2 (l + l<v, α>|)«(*)-2 < B2\c(v)\~2
for all veα*.
We take two measure spaces (A+, δ(a)da) and (α*,
|<v, α>|) α(α >rfv) as (X, μ) and (7, ω) respectively. Let l< j p<2, l/p + l/q = l and
ε = 2/p— 1. We fix ηeCεp (η^Q) and choose an orthonormal basis μ lv .., μ/ of
+
d
α* so that μι=>//M. We then put D = D(0, |f/|/ε). For φe^(^ , C ) we put

(z e D, v e α*)
and define a family {Tz|z el>} by

τ

From the relation (πv(φ )Φ» ^)=Σ?=ι Γ'(φXv)(Φ, Φo)(Φh Ψ) and the fact that if
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zeD then zμί + veT1, it follows that {Tz\zeD} is an admissible family on D.
For ξ = x + <J — l\η\le (xeR), by the corollary to Lemma 2 and the inequality
l9 α>|<(l + |<v, α>|)(l + |<ίμι, α>|), we have

If we put ^lOO^ΓLeioίl + K^i* α>D»
choose a positive constant Cί such that

tnen

^OΓ anv c> 0<c<επ/|ι/|, we can

On the other hand, for ξ = x (x e R)

< \ l|π ίl , 1 (φ t )lliΠ.
Jα*

Because there exists a positive constant fc such that

for all v e α*, we have by Lemma 7 and Lemma 1

If we put XoW=(dB2fc) 1/2 Π..ib(l + l<ίAίι,«>l) | ( " )/2 ~ 11 then for any c, 0<c<
επ/|»/|, we can choose a positive constant C0 such that

and we have

I Wl| 2 ^ ^oWllvlli

(φe^(A+, C")).

Applying Lemma 6 to our case, we can find a constant C>0 such that
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Therefore, the following inequality holds:
\\πv+j=τη(φi)\\* ΓLeio 0 + l<v, α>l)" (α) -«
.|<v+v /-l^α>|^vj

\ 1/4

<CpFη\\φ\\p.

Thus we obtain the following proposition.
LEMMA 8. Let l<p<29 l / p + l / q = l and ε = 2/p-l. If we fix an ηeCεp,
then there exists a positive constant CpFη which depends only on p, F and η such
that
(\

\J α*

||π v + ^r,(φt)||j| c (v)|-2rfvY / β < CpFη\\<f>\\p
/

for all φ e &>(A+, Cd).

From this lemma we get the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. Let p, q and ε be in Lemma 8. ///e LPF(G/K) then the Fourier
transform πv(/) can be holomorphically extended to the tube domain Tp and
for any η e Cεp9 there exists a positive constant CpFη such that

G

\l/4
||π, + V=r,(/)li;iΦ>Γ 2rfv )
<CpF,,ll/Hp
α*
/

(feLξ(GIK).

§ 6. The Hausdorff-Young inequality for the Radon-Fourier transform
The Radon-Fourier tansform on the Riemannian symmetric space G/K is
defined as follows. Let /e C$(G/K).
Then
/(feM, v) = f

JA*N

f(kan)e ^^v+p^H^dadn}

(kM e K/M, v e α*).

Concerning this transform, the Parseval equality and the inversion formula are
known: for feC$(G/K)
1

\\l =

(

J XX//Λ
Λf x α *

l/(/cM,

f ( x ) = [Jf]-ι (
jK/Λfxα*

The aim of this section is to give the Hausdorff- Young inequality for the RadonFourier transform. If v E α£ and/e CQ(G/K) then, by a simple calculation using
integral formula for the Iwasawa decomposition, we have
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, v).

JG

Therefore, using (4.2), (4.3) and the Schwarz inequality, we have for any q>ί,
|/(fcM, v)|« = |πv(/)Φ0|« =
2

< (Σf=ι I rWI )
Let ί<p<2, l/p+l/ήf = l and ε = 2/p — 1 . If η e C6p then we have from the above,

K/Λfxα*

Thus we obtain the following theorem.
THEOREMS. Let l<p<2, l / p + l / g = l and ε = 2/p-l.
η e Cεp then there exists a positive constant CpFη such that
K/Λfxα*

\f(kM, v + V~l»j)hc(v)|- 2 rfvY /?
/

If fe LPF (G/K) and

<CpFη\\f\\p.
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